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Background and Objectives

Background

Objectives

Though the LGBT population is a relatively small segment, it is growing increasingly 

important because of higher-than-average incomes, purchasing power, and spending in 

key categories. As a result, Latinum Network wanted to help participating member 

companies better understand the LGBT population without confining them to their 

identification as “L”, “G”, “B”, or “T” and without limiting them to one overall segment.

The goal of this study is to identify key marketing targets for your company within the 

LGBT community, based on broad themes of lifestyle, passions/interests, and influence. 

Target segments are analyzed thoroughly to help craft a detailed strategy for 

prioritizing, reaching, and resonating with each segment through marketing campaigns. 
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Methodology and Respondent Overview

Methodology

Respondent Overview

Latinum Network launched qualitative focus groups among LGBT consumers to help 

develop hypotheses to test in a large n quant survey.  This methodology allows us to 

compare LGBT consumers to non-LGBT to understand true additional and behavioral 

differences between the segments.

LGBT

Non-Hispanic White - 775 

Hispanic – 141

African-American – 158

Asian-American– 62

Ethnicity

LGBT – 1,136

LGBT supporters – 391

LGBT non-supporters – 439 

LGBT Identification and 

Support

LGBT

Millennial – 660

Non-Millennial – 476 

Non-LGBT

Millennial  – 383

Non-Millennial  – 447

Age
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The LGBT Opportunity
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There are 9.3 million individuals who identify as LGBT in the US
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Top 10 DMAs Ranked by Total LGBT Population
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Top 10 DMAs Ranked by LGBT Percentage Population
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Multicultural are more likely to identify as LGBT

3.8%
Of people from any 

state, on average, 

self-identify as 

LGBT

± 2%

Of DC residents are 

LGBT, the highest 

percent in the USA10%

No state (excludes 

D.C) varies from the 

3.8% average by 
5.6%

5.7%

Of African-

American 

adults identify 

as LGBT

Of Hispanics 

self-identify as 

LGBT

R A C E G E O G R A P H Y

Source: Gallup 2014 and The Williams Institute 2010, 2014

* Of total 18+ population.
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LGBT individuals are most likely to identify as Bisexual or Gay

13% 27% 46% 5% 3% 2%

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Questioning. 

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016.

Most close friends

Sibling

Mom

Who are they out to?33% are out to everyone

10% are not out to anyone
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LGBT overall represent $800 Billion for the U.S. Economy

$800 billion 

Buying Power and Buying Habits of the LGBT Consumer

16% 30% 40%

Of gay men say 

they will pay 

more for top 

quality brands

Source: CMI 2013, “LGBT Community Research Practice”

Spent on 

consumer products 

and travel annually

More shopping 

trips than the 

average U.S. 

Household

26%

Have taken a 

major vacation 

in the past year

Bought a new 

smart phone in 

the past year
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Understanding LGBT Consumers
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Three major themes differentiate LGBT from heterosexual consumers

Advocates and 

Promoters

LGBT Emotional 

Cultural Engagement
Passionate Lifestyle

A capacity to influence 

others through social media 

and individual influence.

Adversity and lack of 

acceptance leads to building 

a sense of community.

A young mindset of living 

life to the fullest and 

seeking new experiences.
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Emotional cultural engagement results in a community that is 
proud and strong advocates for their rights

1
LGBT Emotional Cultural 

Engagement

 Strong engagement with the community is born of years 

of isolation and continued adversity 

 Increasing acceptance of LGBT and LGBT issues has not 

totally transformed the landscape; many younger LGBT 

are still not out to everyone and life goals (especially 

marriage and children) still differ from heterosexual

 Overall, many feel isolated from mainstream culture and 

believe we still have a long way to go for LGBT rights

19



Adversity and lack of acceptance fuels involvement with the LGBT 
community  

“In my family, the gay lifestyle that I live is 

not something that we discuss.” 

(Af-Am, Male, Millennial, LGBT)

“LGBT are at war because they want 

to be accepted by non-LGBT” (Af-Am,  

Female, Millennial, LGBT)

“My friend recently told me, ‘When you 

first came into my life, I didn’t know what 

to do with you.’” (White, Non-Millennial, 

Male, LGBT)

“I proactively create my family so it’s 

advantageous to be in Atlanta where there is a 

big LGBT community and lots of different 

racial/ethnic backgrounds” (White, Millennial, 

Female, LGBT)

Lack of acceptance is still widespread, even 

among friends and family…

… which leads to community building 

and activism.

20



Increasing acceptance is not resulting in younger LGBT coming out more 
than older LGBT individuals

To start, to whom in your life are you

“out” (i.e. open about your identity

as an LGBTQQ individual)?

are out to 

everyone33 37% %A

Millennial 

LGBT (A)
N=660

Non-Millennial 

LGBT (B)
N=660

are out to 

someone but 

not everyone

are not out 

to anyone

57 51%B %

10 12% %

A Pew research study 

showed that agreement 

with the statement 

“Homosexuality should 

be accepted by society” 

increased from 49% in 

2007 to 60% in 2013.

A research study from 

NORC shows that 

support for same-sex 

marriage has increased 

from 11 percent 

approval in 1988 to 46 

percent in 2010.

Source: Pew Global Attitudes Survey, March-April 2013

Source: Public Attitudes towards Homosexuality, 

NORC/University of Chicago, September 2011
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Young LGBT millennials also still lag FAR behind their non-LGBT 
counterparts when it comes to wanting to get married 

I greatly desire to be married

one day
38% 52%A 16% 21%

I’d like to get married, but I 

won’t be greatly disappointed if I 

don’t

34% 28% 31% 22%

I don’t want to get married 12% 9% 27% 25%

I don’t have strong feelings either 

way about marriage
16% 11% 26% 31%

LGBT

(A)

n=354

LGBT

(C)

n=236

Heterosexual

(B)

n=159

Heterosexual

(D)

n=147

Which of the following best describes your attitude toward marriage?

MILLENNIAL NON-MILLENNIAL

“Marriage is an outdated model….but if I was with an individual who really cared about 

marriage, I would be all for it.” (Af-Am, Male, Millennial, LGBT)
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The polarized landscape translates to LGBT looking for safety and 
intimacy in their friendships

I prefer to have a small, intimate group of friends (top box)

46%

31% 30%
25%

LGBT Millennial (A)

(n=660)

Heterosexual Millennial

(B)

(n=383)

LGBT Non-Millennial

(C)

(n=476)

Heterosexual Non-

Millennial (D)

(n=447)

BCD

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

“[I have] very large 

group of friends and 

acquaintances, but my 

inner circle of trust

that I can speak to in 

an unfiltered manner is 

a lot smaller…”

“I can count on 

my hand the 

very close friends 

that I have…”
“…definitely believe in 

quality over quantity, 

the more people you put 

yourself around, the 

more vulnerable you are 

to negative energies”

On the topic of friends, LGBT millennials said…
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Among Hispanics and Af-Am, acceptance is lower…

Supporters 
(Top  2 Box)

Non-supporters

White (A)

(n=496)

Af Am (B)

(n=149)

Hispanic (C)

(n=136)

Asian (D)

(n=49)

50% 38%43%

57%50% 62%

53%

47%

C

A

Generally how unsupportive or supportive are you of LGBT causes? Top 2 Box 24



… and so Af-Am and Hispanic LGBT are even more likely to seek 
out LGBT friends and locations because of lower acceptance 

9%

21%

15%

2%

White LGBT

(A)

Af-Am LGBT

(B)

Hispanic

LGBT (C)

Asian LGBT

(D)

I prefer to spend time with other LGBT people like me…

AD

AD

(n=775) (n=141) (n=158) (n=62)

I look for travel destinations where they can meet lots of 

other LGBT individuals when traveling for fun…

8%

14%

6%

10%

White LGBT

(A)

Af-Am LGBT

(B)

Hispanic

LGBT (C)

Asian LGBT

(D)

AC
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Passionate lifestyle reflects a youthful mentality; a desire to live 
life to the fullest and try new things

2 Passionate Lifestyle

 Living for the moment and spontaneity are strong 

motivators for their everyday passions

 Passionate about their careers
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Spontaneity and living every moment to the fullest are strong 
motivators for the passionate lifestyle

“I value spontaneity and living 

for the day; tomorrow is not a 

promise” (Hispanic, Male, 

Millennial, LGBT”

“Life is short and you have to live it to 

the fullest. I’m not invincible so I have 

to enjoy life whenever” (Hispanic, Male, 

Millennial, LGBT)

Hypothesis: possibly fueled by adversity, lack of long-term support growing up

“It’s the experience I’m going for… 

it’s all about the experience.” (White, 

Female, Millennial, LGBT)
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While LGBT have a “live life to the fullest” outlook, they are also 
professionally ambitious

Which of the following are you passionate about?

Of the following, which is the most important life goal for you personally?

Say they are passionate about 

their careers 45%B 36%

LGBT Heterosexual

(A) n=1,136 (B) n=830

Say having a successful career is 

their most important goal in life 14%B 10%

28



Aside from paid employment, LGBT are also engaged in volunteer work  

33%ACD 27%D

23%D 19%

LGBT Heterosexual

Non-Millennial (C)

n=331

Millennial (B)

n=347

Non-Millennial (D)

n=265

Millennial (A) 

n=588 

LGBT, especially millennials say they are 

passionate about volunteering/working 

for a cause…

Which of the following are you passionate about? 29



Influence is about actively promoting products they are interested in

3 Advocates and Promoters

 LGBT are open to influence and promoting their favorite 

brands, but are ambivalent about “standing out” too much 

 Are often asked for advice about food and tech

 Actively promote brands and products they are interested in

 Are engaged on social media
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42%
38%

16%

11%

LGBT (A)

(n=1,136)

Heterosexual (B)

(n=830)

Strongly agree

Agree

LGBT are passionate ambassadors for their favorite brands/products

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

I actively promote the brands and products I am interested in

58%B

49%

64%CD 64%CD

51%D 36%

LGBT Heterosexual

Millennial (A)

Non-Millennial (C)

Millennial (B)

Non-Millennial (D)

31



LGBT are often sought after for advice on food and technology

say people often ask for their 

opinions about food
(Top 2 Box) 

60%B
(vs. 54% heterosexual)

say people often ask for their 

opinions about technology 
(Top 2 Box) 

56%B
(vs. 49% heterosexual)

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
32



LGBT promote (and are influenced) beyond their inner circles; they are 
heavy social media consumers

Percentage that consume social media 6-7 times a week

14.8x 7.8x

LGBT (A) 

n=1,136 

Heterosexual (B) 

n=830

On a typical day, social media is checked…

69%

60%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

LGBT (A)

(n=1,136)

Heterosexual (B)

(n=830)

B

How often do you consume each of the following?

“Social media is the biggest way 

to learn about new things.  A 

hashtag can take you a long way.”

(Af-Am Female, LGBT)
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Video is another important means of promotion: LGBT watch more 
videos and say they relate to video bloggers/YouTubers

57%

48%

28%

21%

LGBT Millennial

(A)

(n=660)

Heterosexual

Millennial (B)

(n=383)

LGBT Non-

Millennial (C)

(n=476)

Heterosexual Non-

Millennial (D)

(n=447)

Percentage who watch online video (e.g. YouTube, Vevo) 6-7 times a week

BCD

CD

D

31%BCD 23%CD

LGBT Millennial (A) 

n=588 

Heterosexual Millennial (B) 

n=347

9% 12%

LGBT Non-Millennial (C) 

n=331

Heterosexual Non-Millennial (D) 

n=265

Think about when you choose to watch online videos on 

sites like YouTube, Vevo, etc. over television programming; 

why do you choose to watch videos online?

say they relate to video bloggers (“YouTubers”)

“I watch more 

YouTube than 

Netflix…”

(Af-Am millennial, LGBT)
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LGBT and heterosexual millennials more inclined to buy a product that 
has a friend’s stamp of approval 

I am more likely to purchase a product when it is…

46%

32%

16%

7%

44%

29%

19%

8%

43%

22%

32%

3%

35%

21%

39%

5%

Recommended to me by a

friend on social media

Recommended to me by

someone I admire and/or

follow on social media

Advertised by a brand online Recommended to me by a

brand on social media

LGBT Millennial (A)

(n=660)

Heterosexual Millennial (B)

(n=383)

LGBT Non-Millennial (C)

(n=476)

Heterosexual Non-Millennial (D)

(n=447)

D D
D

CD

CD

ABC

AB

C
C

Product recommendations 

on social media carry more 

weight when it is from a 

trusted source (friend or 

influencer) not brands 

themselves
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A Deeper Dive into LGBT
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All LGBT belong to one of three segments

THE ESTABLISHED

The Established are older 

individuals who are more 

likely to be married and be 

financially better off than 

other segments. They like 

spending time with family, 

cooking, and watching 

movies. Because they are 

wealthier and older, they are 

also most likely to be 

insured and own more 

expensive items. This segment 

is predominantly white. 

MILLENNIAL TRENDSETTER

The Millennial Trendsetters are 

young college graduates 

who love life. They are 

passionate about health 

and fitness, and like going out 

and trying new things. They are 

actively engaged in the 

community and high media 

consumers. They are also 

active brand promoters, and 

are highly likely to favor 

brands that include LGBT 

in their advertising. 

SILENT STRUGGLER

The Silent Strugglers are 

defined by their financial 

situation. They are likely still 

in college and cannot afford 

to live a passionate lifestyle, 

travel, or own expensive 

items. They are also less 

receptive to being advertised 

to as LGBT, and do not 

necessarily view brands more 

favorably if they do so. They are 

the least likely to be out to 

those not close to them.

37



These segments are roughly equal in size

33% 35% 31%

Silent Struggler

2.9 MM

Millennial Trendsetter

3.3 MM

The Established

3.1 MM

LGBT 

Population 

Distribution

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016.
38



Segments are defined by their interests, lifestyles, and life stage

The 

Established

Millennial 

Trendsetter

Silent 

Strugglers

100%

46%

39%

88%

61%

51%

35%

21%

30%

17%

3%

42%

91%

16%

37%

86%

91%

80% 81%

50%

65%

52%

18% 20%

63%

5%

12%

75%
79%

43%

35%

15%

91%

68%

57% 58%

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Have 

expensive 

things

Community 

Engagement

Brand 

Promoter

No 

retirement 

account

Regular 

Healthy 

Behavior

MarriedHave auto, life, 

homeowner’s 

insurance

Passion 

for 

Music

Trend-

setter

Single No 

automobile

Never 

travelled

The Established
Millennial Trendsetter

Silent Struggler

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016; 39



However, Millennial Trendsetters are younger and more influential, 
and have a decent disposable income

AGE

30%

77%
64%

24%

12%

15%
46%

10%
21%

The Established Millennial

Trendsetter

Strugglers

46+

35 - 45

18 - 34

INCOME

12%
23%

50%

51%
49%

37%16%
14%

6%20% 13% 6%

The

Established

Millennial

Trendsetter

Strugglers

$ 100K +

$ 75K - $100K

$30K - $75K

< $30K

INFLUENCE

77%

94%

64%

21%

50%

15%

51%

80%

43%

The Established Millennial Trendsetter Strugglers

People Ask Me for Advice Trendsetter Actively Promote Brands

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016;
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Millennial Trendsetters and Silent Strugglers also tend to be more 
multicultural

79%

8%

9%
4%

66%

12%

17%

5%

61%15%

18%

6%

THE ESTABLISHED MILLENNIAL TRENDSETTER SILENT STRUGGLER

White Af-Am Hispanic Asian

39% 

multicultural

34% 

multicultural

21% 

multicultural

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016. 41



Millennial Trendsetters are also the most likely to be active 
promoters of your brand

Actively promote brands 

they are interested in

F
av

o
ra

b
ly

 v
ie

w
 b

ra
n
d
s 

th
at

 i
n
cl

u
d
e
 L

G
B

T
 i
n
 a

d
s

The Established

Millennial Trendsetter

Silent Struggler

View brands more favorably or much more favorably; top 2 box.
Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016.

Active Brand Promoters
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Millennial Trendsetters are the most likely to be attracted by LGBT ads…

The 

Established (A)

Silent 

Struggler (C)

Ads with LGBT catch my 

attention

% agree (top 2 box)

72% 67%

44% 42%More likely to click on Internet 

ad designed for LGBT

Millennial 

Trendsetter (B)

86%

66%AC

31%C 22%Receptive to being advertised to 

as LGBT by brands
45%AC

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member

Study July 2016;

The Silent Strugglers are the 

least receptive to being 

targeted
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… and will buy more from a brand if they include LGBT in 
advertising, regardless of previous loyalty

If a brand includes LGBT in their advertising, consumers will:

Buy more even 

if they don’t 

generally like the 

product

Buy more only if 

they generally like 

the product

Buy more only if 

it is their 

preferred brand

Buy the same 

amount as before

Buy less

7% 37% 13% 15% 0%

18% 49% 12% 9% 0%

4% 34% 11% 16% 0%

The Established Millennial Trendsetter Silent Struggler

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016; 44



Resonating with LGBT 

Consumers
45



Ads featuring LGBT individuals are widely noticed, especially among 
Millennial Trendsetters…

Ads featuring LGBT 

individuals catch my 

attention 72 86% %AC

The Established (A)
N=318

Millennial Trendsetter (B)
N=337

67%

Silent Struggler (C)
N=298

Like when 

companies feature 

LGBT in commercials 69 91% %AC 64%

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016;

The Established (A)
N=318

Millennial Trendsetter (B)
N=337

Silent Struggler (C)
N=298
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…and may increase brand trust for this segment

say that they are more likely to trust an ad that is 

directed at the LGBT community

32 57% %AC 29 %

say that they view a company more favorably if 

they feature LGBT in advertising

47 69% %AC 41%

Millennial Trendsetter (B)
N=337

Silent Struggler (C)
N=298

The Established (A)
N=318

Millennial Trendsetter (B)
N=337

Silent Struggler (C)
N=298

The Established (A)
N=318

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016; 47



Featuring multicultural consumers in ads can drive engagement, as Millennial 
Trendsetters in particular like to see diversity among LGBT

The 

Established (A)
Millennial 

Trendsetters (B)% agree (top 2 box)

Like to see LGBT portrayed 

in the same way as 

mainstream

Like to see diverse mix of 

LGBT on TV and movies
75% 92%

67% 67%

Silent 

Strugglers (C)

74%

54%

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016;

AC

C C

“I think it would be empowering [if companies targeted me as an LGBT Latina]. 

I would notice they are making the effort.” (Hispanic, Female, Millennial)
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When backing a cause, keep in mind that broad LGBT issues like violence 
and youth issues are priorities across LGBT segments

The Established (A)

(n=318)

Millennial 

Trendsetter (B)

(n=337)

Silent Strugglers 

(C)

(n=298)

LGBT youth issues (anti-bullying, teen 

suicide, etc.)
69%B 82% 75%

Ending violence against the LGBT 

community
69% 82% 70%

Protecting marriage equality 61% 73% 55%

Stopping anti-LGBT “religious freedom” legislation 56% 69% 59%

Workplace discrimination 52% 72% 56%

Transgender rights 47% 73% 55%

Supporting LGBT-friendly political candidates 46% 57% 47%

Expanding LGBT acceptance and influence in 

religious communities
40% 61% 48%

HIV education and care 39% 59% 47%

Ethnic/racial equality within the LGBT community 33% 63% 50%

Which of the following LGBT issues do you think are

the most important to address in the next few years?

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016; 49



Reaching LGBT Segments
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The Millennial Trendsetter is the most marketable consumer

Social media user

R
e
ce

p
ti
ve

 t
o
 b

e
in

g 

ad
ve

rt
is

e
d
 t

o
 a

s 
L
G

B
T

The Established

Millennial Trendsetter

Silent Struggler

Note: Activity on social media defined as those who consume social media more than 4 times a week.

Receptivity reflects top 2 box (receptive or extremely receptive).
Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016;

Receptivity and Reach
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The Established and Millennial Trendsetters are the most likely to 
be active media consumers, particularly social media

52

Watch 

TV

Listen 

to radio

Read 

print

Social 

media

THE ESTABLISHED
MILLENNIAL

TRENDSETTER

SILENT 

STRUGGLER

88%C 85%C 78%

74%BC 66%C 51%

45%C 42%C 23%

83% 96% AC 84%

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016. 

Consume more than 2-3 times per week. 



Source: Community Marketing Insights

Although, highly engaged with social media, the Established and 
Millennial Trendsetters are still consuming traditional media

Non-Millennial LGBT

The Power of Print

Millennial LGBT

1 in 2 read local LGBT publications

20% more likely to read local LGBT 

than watch LGBT TV

Just as likely to pick up a national LGBT 

magazine as access an LGBT app

15% more likely to read a local LGBT 

publication than a national one

Just as likely to watch read a LGBT 

publication as watch LGBT TV 

programming
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Millennial Trendsetters are the most likely to watch online videos, 
mainly due to convenience, price, and “on-the-go” functionality

The Established
Millennial 

Trendsetter
Silent Struggler 

Cable TV 54% 50% 48%

Satellite TV 19% 20% 15%

Online Video 45% 72%A 67%A
Watch > 4x / week

R E A S O N S  F O R  WAT C H I N G  O N L I N E  V I D E O  OV E R  T V

57% 57%

44%

35%

69%A 67%A

54%A 55%AC

67%A
63%

50%

37%

Watch at a Convenient

Time

Free Content Content not Available on

TV

Can Watch on-the-go

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016;

The Established Millennial Trendsetter Silent Struggler
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Millennial Trendsetters are particularly active on social media, and are more 
likely to use more expressive outlets such as Instagram and Snapchat

73%

44%

26% 25% 22%
15% 14% 13%C 12%

81%AC

75%AC
64%AC

45%AC
36%AC 35%A

52%AC

18%C 22%AC

66%
60%A

36%A
29%

17%

30%A 26%A

7%
15%

Facebook YouTube Instagram Twitter Pinterest Tumblr Snapchat LInkedIn Google

The Established (A) Millennial Trendsetter (B) Silent Struggler (C)

70 92 75

TO P  S O C I A L  M E D I A  S I T E S  U S E D

+

Use social media more than 4 times per week

% %AC %

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016;

The Established (A) Millennial Trendsetter (B) Silent Struggler (C)
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Friends tend to be the highest purchase influencers on social media, but 
The Established are the most likely to be influenced directly by a brand

33%B

20%

44%

6%A

13%

35% AC

46%

26%B

25%

44%

Advertised by a brand online

Recommended to me by a brand on

social media

Recommended to me by someone I

admire and/or follow on social media

Recommended to me by a friend on

social media

The Established and Silent 

Strugglers are most likely to 

purchase products 

recommended by brands

Millennial Trendsetters are 

influenced by people they 

admire or follow

I am more likely to purchase a product if it is …

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016;

The Established (A) Millennial Trendsetter (B) Silent Struggler (C)
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Media Profile by Segment

THE ESTABLISHED

Traditional media consumers

• Most likely to read print, 

watch TV and listen to the 

radio

• Least likely to watch online 

video

• Least likely to consume social 

media

Engaged with brands on 

social media

• Most likely to be influenced 

by brands on social media

MILLENNIAL TRENDSETTER SILENT STRUGGLER

Online / digital consumers

• Most likely to consume online 

video and social media

• However, also consume 

traditional media (print, TV, 

radio)

• On social media, over-index in 

expressive outlets (i.e. Instagram 

and Snapchat)

Influenced by others on social 

media

• Influenced by the people they 

follow on social media

Online / digital consumers

• Low on traditional media 

usage

• High digital consumption, 

particularly watching online 

videos rather than TV

Source: VozLatinum LGBT Multi-Member Study July 2016; 57



Key Findings and Takeaways
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Key Takeaways: 
The LGBT Opportunity and Understanding the LGBT Consumer

 There are 9.3 MM individuals who identify as LGBT in the US

 They represent an $800 billion opportunity for the US economy
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 Strong engagement with the LGBT community is born of isolation and 
adversity

 Despite increasing acceptance, many feel isolated from mainstream 
culture and/or have different life goals

 LGBT consumers largely subscribe to a “live life to the fullest” 
mentality, which comes out through a diverse array of passion points, 
including friends, pets, music, food, and career

 This consumer is both an influencer and open to influence from friends, 
family and other members of the LGBT community

 Social media is a prime tool for influence; LGBT are actively engaged 
and more likely to buy products recommended by friends or trusted 
influencers on social media
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Key Takeaways:
A Deeper Dive into LGBT

All LGBT individuals belong to one of three segments, who are 

defined by their interests, lifestyles, and life stage: 

The

Established

Older, wealthier, and most likely to be white. Like spending 

time with family and most likely to be insured.

Millennial 

Trendsetter

Young college graduates who love life, are passionate about 

trying new things and active promoters of brands they like. 

Silent 

Struggler

Defined by their financial situation, likely still in college. Do 

not like being targeted as LGBT, and less likely to be out to 

non-close friends and family. A
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Key Takeaways:
Resonating with LGBT Segments

 Millennial Trendsetters are the most marketable consumers, being 

most likely to actively promote brands they like, be frequent users of 

social media, and receptive to being advertised to as LGBT

 Ads featuring LGBT individuals are likely to catch the attention of 

consumers, particularly Millennial Trendsetters

 When featuring LGBT in ads, consider including multicultural 

consumers

 However, an ad may not be enough; strategies to show your 

support and commitment include: 

– Standing up to backlash 

– Participating in local events, such as Pride events

– Backing important causes, such as discrimination and youth issues
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Key Takeaways:
Reaching LGBT Segments

 The Established and Millennial Trendsetters are the most likely to be 

active media consumers

 The Established is more of a traditional media consumer while 

Millennial Trendsetters are online/digital consumers

Millennial Trendsetters are particularly active on social media, with 

92% using it more than 4 times per week, and favor expressive outlets 

such as Instagram and Snapchat

While all segments are influenced by friends on social media, The 

Established are most likely to purchase products recommended by 

brands 
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